
Catch phrases

Game Description

• Pinch plunder and raid reels in Reef Raider™.

• The treasures of the shallows are there for the taking in Reef Raider™

• He’s the scourge of the shallows! The terror of the rock pool! Join the Reef Raider™ for a pirate slots adventure

• Don’t be a soft-shell landlubber! The Reef Raider™ will make a pirate out of you! Take the plunge and raid the 
riches of the rockpool!  

Not all pirates sail the high seas! Some prefer to stick to the shallows. Plunge into the colorful world of the Reef 
Raider and find out what he’s up to inside his rock pool.

Reef Raider™ is a 7x7 cluster pays mechanic slot, feature-packed and bursting with fun. Five or more adjacent 
symbols of the same type award a cluster win. Cluster wins trigger the Avalanche™ feature. Reels are encircled by a 
‘Treasure Trail’ consisting of 15 ‘meter bars’. These bars are initially uncharged, but each time a Clam Wild is removed 
from the play area because of a cluster win, 1 bar of the Treasure Trail meter is charged. The Reef Raider -- a crazy 
pirate crustacean searching for treasure -- moves along the treasure trail as its meter bars get charged.  Features lie 
at each of the four points along the Treasure Trail and are activated when the Reef Raider arrives at that point along 
the track. Features include the Anchor Drop Feature, Random Wilds Feature, Mystery Chest Feature, and the Canon 
Blast Feature. 15 or more charged Treasure Trail meter bars triggers Free Spins.

Fancy yourself a pirate? Let the Reef Raider take you under his claw. NetEnt studios are all set to let loose the most 
fearsome crustacean that ever roamed the ocean (floor). Prepare to join up with the coolest crab this side of Tortuga 
in Reef Raider™.


